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We show that a known restriction on the cardinalities of closures of subspaces of scattered 
spaces, 1 A 1 S 2’*‘, cannot be improved to 1 A 1 s 1 A I”, f or any A. We then find a wide class of 
T.34. scattered spaces which have no scattered compactification: the:{: spaces are derived from 
regular filters over cardinals bigger than 8t,. 
A.M.S. Subj. Class.: 
L- scattered spaces regular filters compactifications 
A scattered space is one with no subspace that is dense in itself. Ecluivalently, _ 
every sub&ace has an isolated point. ILt follows I’~CYQ this that every subspece mnst 
have a dense set of isolated points. 
One can arrqe a Ecattered space in a transfinite hierarchy as follows: 
X0- X, 
XI = the set of accumuintion points of Xp, 
Xz : naCBXa for S a limit ordindll. 
Each X, is closed. If X* # & Xu - Xa+l # 0 also. So for some ordinal Q, X* = 0. 
The least a! for which t!his is true is called the letrel of X, U(X). For I$ E X, the least a 
for which x e kKU is the level of n, f(x). 
If X is compact, then l(X) is a successor ordinal cy. Furtherltlore only finitely 
many points of X are of level (Y. 
If JC is ‘I’.3f., X has a HausdorfI colmpactification. This need not be scattered. For 
example, PN is a non-scattered compactification of the scattered space N. But iF X 
is locally compac’i, the one-point compactification of .X is scattered. Compact 
scattered spaces are O-dimensional, i.e. have a base of clopen sets. 
hroughout every space is assumed to be Wausdo , [3] and [4] contain many 10 
t asic results. 
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If x is a compact sc&tered space and A G X, ii 1 =s ,2JAf. This was shown in [S]. 
They asked if this could be sharpened to i Y? 1 z 1 A 1” for some fixed cardinal A. We 
show that this is not possible. 
For mery cardinal A, there is a coinpact scattered space X of power 
greater than F ‘, but with a dense subspace of power CL.- 
roof. Let K be the first cardinal so that 2” > ?+ Then h C h: G 2” < 2”. Define Y 
as foilows: 
The elements of Y are all t’=’ : : well-ordered sequences of O’s and l’s of order type 
less than or equal to K. 
If a, A Ef Y, write a :S b if b is an extension of a. Basic neighbourhoods of b are 
sets.of ithe form {a : c < a s b) for each c < b. We have the following facts: 
1) Y is Hausdorff. 
2) 1 Y I=: 2? There .zre 2” points of order type K. 
3) Y is scattered. If A s Y, a point of A 
isolated in .A. 
of least possible order type -wiii be 
K are dense in Y, So Y has a dense 
the neighbourhood (a : a < b} is 
4) The points in Y of order type less than 
subset of power K l 2* = 2”. 
5) Y is locally compact. For if b E Y, 
homeomoi-phic to, the tzompact space [0, cu], where a! is the order type af 6. 
Hence Y has a one-point compactification X which wilil have al1 the properties of 
the theorem, with p - ?. 
In [4] and again in [3] the question was raised: 
Does every T.3$. scattered space have a scattered compactification? 
This was answered’by P. Nyikos in the negative [Z]: 
Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Take the product of two-point discrete spaces. 
Let every point be isolated, except one which has the ordinary product topology 
neighboul*hoods. Then this space is T.3:. R!nd scattered, but has no scattered 
compactification. 
Before we go on to discuss other examples, some further notation is necessary. 
X - Xl is a discrete space of power A say. Henceforth we identify X - XI with h. 
If x E X1, the set {A f 10 * 0 a nbd of x}, is a non-principal fihzr over A. Conversely. if’ 
p is a non -principal filtel, over ,\ {q} U A will denote the splice in which every poi Eat 
of h is isolated, and p hrs neighbourhoods of the fo 
shalt identify points x E X1 and the non-principal 
A fiber p is called K -regular if it contains a sub 
intersection of infinitely many members of 9 iq empty. 
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If p is K-regular, and A E p, then 1 A 12 x. Regtllar ultrafilters are very 
important in model-theory [I]. They give rise to ~~~~~m:d ultrapowers. Tt has for 
long been an open question whether or not there exists a non-principal uhrafilter ;, 
ah of whose sets have power K, which is not ~-regular. 
lf K is a cardinai greater than 1, and p is K -regular, then (p j Cl h has 
no scaitenxl compactification. (p is a jilter ow A, for ~;ovtle A 2 K.) 
Proof. Suppose the theorem first fails at K. Suppose X is a scattered compacf&s- 
tron of {p} CJ A, of feast possible level YY. Then as X is @dimensional, p is contained 
in a clopen set which has no other points of ievel greater or equal to Z(p). So we can 
assume that p is of level CY, and is the only point of level a. By the minimality of K 
and LY, we can then assume that 8 x E X - (Q}, x is at best 
Le!: $ be the subset of p that makes p ~-regular. For each J% E 9, there is a 
clopen neighbourhood OA of p such that (X - A) f\ Cl* = fi. l-knee QA 17 A G A. 
The set 9’ = {OA n A : A E 9) also makes g K -reguhr, so we can assume without 
loss of generaiity that A is clopen for each A E 9. 
For A E 9, let AA = Z(X - 2). Let bA be the (finite) set of points in X - A 0% 
level AA. 
Now let B c $ be of power I$. If A E B, x E PA, x is at best &-regular. So .? E C 
for at most ptl C’s in 9.1 B ! = &, so there is A 1 E 9’ so that A, n pA - f? fC,z every 
A CZ B. PA consisted of the points of X - A of highest level, hence !(A 1 - ‘i) < AA. -, *I_ 
We _ can r;;peat this process to obtain A2 E 9, so that 1(A, 3 A2 - A’) <: 
r(A,-A)<,,, for every A ER. 
This process UP_ be repeated any finite number of times. Each time we lower the 
ordinal assigrred to each A E B. For each A E 1Ei there is a number n so that after n 
applications of the process AA has b$en lowered to 0. So ihere is a fixed n, and an 
uncountable subset I?’ of B, so that after n apphcatious A,+ has been towered to 0 
for every A E! B’, 
i.e. l(A1 t7 l *4A,-&=O for a!; A El?‘. 
But Z(X) = 0 only if X = 0. Hence iF 2 AI n l l e n A,, for all A E 23’. So 
nAEB.A # 0, contradicting the fact that y is K -regular. This proves the theorem. 
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